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Summary 

Two collective ion acceleration schemes are being 
studied at the University of Maryland: (a) the elec- 
tron ring method (ERA) and (b) collective acceleration 
with linear beams. In the ERA, a hollow, axially mov- 
ing (3, * 0.2) electron beam is formed by the cusp 
method. This beam is to be stopped for ion loading by 
resistive wall interaction and a fast magnetic mirror 
system. The rings are then accelerated by the 
magnetic expansion method over a distance of 1.4 m. 
During stopping experiments with resistive walls, a 
rapid-growth of the radial beam width was observed 
which led to severe particle loss. This effect is 
attributed to radial off-centering in the cusp, mis- 
match in the equilibrium radius due to self fields, 
and the negative mass instability. It can be sup- 
pressed by the use of cusp correction coils, proper 
boundaries and Landau damping with scattering foils. 
In the linear-beam experiment, proton beams of 16 MeV 
energy, peak currents of 10 kA, pulse length of 3 ns, 
focused to 1 cm diameter have been obtained. Slow- 
wave structures to increase the ion energy are 
studied. 

Electron Ring Accelerator Studies 

In fall 1975, 14 magnet coils, a new vacuum 
chamber with a long "squirrel cage" inner conductor, 
and a vacuum pump assembly were added to the existing 
ERA facility downstream from the cusp iron plate. A 
schematic of the completed system and the shape of the 
axial magnetic field is shown in Fig. 1. The new 
field geometry provides a gradient dB,/dr over a dis- 
tance of 140 cm for ring acceleration by the expansion 
method. It also allows the study of the propagation 
and characteristics of the downstream beam over a 
larger distance and time ,pan than was possible pre- 
viously in the much shorter 7-coil field geometry. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the concept of ring formatioy, 
ion loading, and acceleration in our ERA experiment. 
Fig. 2(a) represents the present phase of the experi- 
ment. The rotating beam emerging from the cusp has a 
minimum axial velocity in the range of 6,=0.2 to 0.3 
and, at this stage, resembles a short "E-layer" with 
axial dimensions comparable to the diameter (2R=12 cm). 
Fig. 2(b) shows the next phase when the beam will be 
stopped at about a=50 cm by interaction with a resis- 
five wall 2 and/or the gas cloud3 from the puff valve. 
A fast-pulse coil system will be added to trap and 
load the ring with ions under more controllable condi- 
tions. The axial dimensions of the beam will be 
reduced as B, goes to zero. Fig. 2(c) shows the axial 
variation of the main magnetic field, the small mirror 
that results when both trapping coils are on, and the 
variation of the axial ring velocity 3, with distance 
Z. At the point 6, ~0, ions are trapped in the ring 
and the subsequent acceleration then depends on the 
holding power, number of ions in the ring, and the 
total distance traveled. The "squirrel cage" con- 
ductor inside the beam suppresses azimuthal image 
currents and thereby provides axial focusing of the 
ring beam. 

After completion of the extended coil system, we 
started experiments to stop the electron beam with the 
resistive-wall method (the resistive layer, 20 R per 

square, was mounted on the squirrel cage). During 
:hese experiments, a rapid growth of the radial beam 
width was observed which occurred both with and without 
the presence of the resistive layer and resulted in a 
severe beam loss to both inner and outer conductors. 
de then started a systematic experiment31 and theoreti- 
cal program aimed at a full understanding of this 
affect and at finding ways by which it could be sup- 
pressed. 

The major results of the experimental studies that 
have b;en done so far are presented in a separate 
paper. 

From these experimental data, one can obtain a 
qualitative picture of the deterioration of the beam 
quality if one divides the number of electrons N by 
the major radius R and the minor beam dimensions 
(AR+Az) as a function of distance z of beam propaga- 
tion in the downstream magnetic field. This crude 
"figure of merit" can also be expressed as an average 
electric field at the surface of the beam: 

18.4 x10-12N 
R[cm](AR+Az)[cm] ' 

which is not identical with the "holding power" for 
rhe ions since boundary effects are neglected. Fig. 3 
shows a plot of E,, versus z for an electron beam 
intensity of N= 5 x 1013 (corresponding to an injected 
>eam current of about 4 kA) in two drift-tube geome- 
tries. It should be noted that the electron energy is 
2.5 MeV; the radii of inner and outer walls are 4.5 
and 7.5 cm and the beam is injected with a radius of 
6.0 cm. The focusing effect of the inner squirrel 
cage results in a shorter axial length and thus higher 
initial particle density. But, as the figure illus- 
trates, the radial blowup then quickly destroys the 
beam quality and at z= 75 cm,E,, is actually lower 
than in the case with no inner squirrel cage. Fig. 4a 
is a time-integrated photograph of the beam when it 
hits a Plexiglas stop at a=100 cm (in a case where 
only a solid outer conductor was present). The severe 
deterioration of the beam quality is obvious. It was 
also observed in these experiments that the radial 
blowup effect is accompanied by intense microwave 
radiation in X-band (8-12 GHz) and KA-band (26-40 GHz) 
which increases rapidly with intensity. The most 
important experimental result, however, is the fact 
that beam deterioration and microwave radiation can be 
drastically reduced by passing the beam through a thin 
titanium foil (6.3 mg/cm'). This is illustrated in 
Fig. 4b which shows the time-integrated photograph of 
the beam when such a foil is used. 

Our present understanding is that the observed 
radial blowup effect is due to a combination of nega- 
tive mass instability, mismatch of radial force equil- 
ibrium due to self field (particularly when an inner 
squirrel cage is present), and an increase of radial 
width due to single-particle off-centering in the 
transition through the magnetic cusp (slit in iron 
plage) . In the following, we discuss these three 
effects and the results of theoretical studies. 

Single-particle effects in the cusp. The co- 
herent off-centering experienced by the electron when 
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they pass through the cusp is illustrated in Fig. 5, 
which also shows (schematically) the variation of mag- 
netic field components B, and BK versus z at the mean 
radius of R=6 cm. In a first-order theory, Rhee and 
Destler5 found for the coherent radial width, ARcoh= 

Pmax-Rmin' the approximate expression 

ARcoh = hsin-l (tic/v) , (1) 

where the magnetic field is KepKeSented by B, = 
-Botanhz/X, and wc is the electron cyclotKon frequen- 
CY. In our cusp field h =l cm,which yields AR oh=lcm 
:;;J,;~ = Rut = v, in agreement with experimenta E 

. One way of decreasing ARcoh is to reduce the 
cusp width. Another way is to compensate the outward 
radial force in the cusp by an inward force. This is 
essentially accomplished by adding a short bump AB, to 
the uniform field B, upstream from the cusp transition, 
as shown in Fig. 5 (dotted line). One can show that 
in first-order approximation, the bump field required 
to balance the coherent off-centering effect is given 
by 22 

2 
i 

(ABz/Bo)dz = ARcoh . (2) 

Kl 
To investigate theoretically the possibility of reduc- 
ing the off-centering with correction coils, we solved 
numerically the relativistic single-particle equations 
of motion in an analytical magnetic field that is a 
very close approximation of the actual field configur- 
ation. In these studies,6 two correction coils were 
placed on either side of the iron plate. These coils 
sharpen the cusp width (parameter h) and, in addition, 
the upstream coil provides a bump AB, that compensates 
for the coherent off-centering that the particles 
still experience when traversing the narrower cusp. 
Based on these numerical studies, a two-coil correc- 
tion system was designed which has been completed and 
will be tested shortly in the ERA facility. 

Radial beam equilibrium. The equilibrium state 
of a rotating long E-layer moving with axial velocity 
vs was examined theoretically6 for geometry I (outer 
conductor only) and geometry II (outer conductor and 
inner squirrel cage) of our ERA experiment. The elec- 
trons all have the same canonical angular momentum pO 
(defined by the magnetic flux linking the cathode) and 
the same total energy yamocz after acceleration in the 
diode. In the equilibrium state downstream from the 
cusp iron plate, we have an electric self field 
E,=-a#/ar and magnetic self field components B,, BC. 
The applied magnetic field B, outside the cusp region 
is assumed to be Uniform. Let RI be the cathode 
radius, R the equilibrium radius of the downstream 
beam. We then have the following equations: 

Y(R) = Y, + + 4(R) (total energy) (3) 
mc 0 

vO(R) = - e 
R12Bo+R2(Bo-BK) 

2moY R 
(from PC= 
const) (4) 

2 
moYvO 
___ = eEK(R) - evOIBo-Bs(R)] -evxB,(R) R (5) 

(radial force balance) 

The self fields are proportional to the axial beam 
current and can be determined in a straightforward way 
(since s/a22 =0, a/aO=G) for the two geometries. The 
equilibrium radius R was calculated for different beam 
currents I and field levels B,. In geometry I, R is 
found to be greater than the injection radius (R>RI) 
and increases as the current I gets larger or as vx 
decreases. For geometry II, we find R<RI, i.e., the 
beam radius shrinks with increasing I and decreasing 
vx and the beam gets lost to the squirrel cage 

(R=4.5 cm) when I gets too large or,vK too small. For 
a given current I and axial velocity vx, the change in 
radius R is more pronounced in the squirrel-cage 
geometry than in case I. Further studies aKe now in 
progress to determine better equilibrium conditions by 
changing the boundaries and unbalancing the cusp field. 

Negative mass instability. The existing theory 
of negative mass instability is for stationary King 
beams. The stability criterion derived from the dis- 
persion relation for the cavity modes, states rth$t the 
total number of particles in the rin 

9 
must be less 

than a critical number N,, given by 

(6) 

where r, is the classical electron particle radius, ZQ 
the coupling impedance fOK the L-th mode, vr the beta- 
tron time and (AE/E) the energy spread in the beam. 
Recently, Uhm and Davidson8 have extended this theory 
to a long stationary E-layer beam and obtained a 
similar dispersion relation for the number of electrons 
per unit length. Neither model represents theshort 
moving E-layer in OUK present phase of the ERA experi- 
ment. However, the general conclusions from both 
models are applicable to OUK beams, namely, (a) that 
there exists an intensity threshold which depends on 
the energy spread (or, more accurately, the spread in 
canonical angular momentum, ApG) and the boundary con- 
ditions, and (b) that, in the case where the beam is 
unstable (N >N max), the growth rate increases as the 
number of particles in the beam gets larger. The 
results in geometry I (outer conductor only), where 
most of the data was taken, appear to indicate that 
without a scattering foil we are not too far above the 
threshold. The titanium foil has two effects: It 
introduces a relatively small amount of angular scat- 
tering and energy dispersion (AE/E<l%) and, according 
to the experimental observations, reduces the sharp 
density peak at the beam-front. Lower particledensity 
combined with Landau damping then significantly 
reduces the growth rate of the instability or even 
suppresses it entirely. The present observation time 
of the moving beam is still too short to determine 
whether, and at which intensity level, the instability 
is fully eliminated. To decide this question, we have 
to wait for the stopping experiments when the electron 
ring is trapped for ion loading and can be observed 
over a longer time period. Further studies, both 
experimentally as Well as theoretically, are required 
to determine the optimum combination of intensity, 
boundary conditions, and scattering foil that yields 
the best beam quality and holding power for collective 
ion acceleration by the ERA method. 

Linear-Beam Collective Ion Acceleration Studies 

By changing the cathode-anode geometry of our ERA 
injector, we can generate straight cylindrical beams 
with energies in the 1 MeV range, currents of 20-40 kA, 
and pulse lengths of 30-40 ns. With these beams, we 
are studying collective-ion acceleration in vacuum. 
This method, 
Livermore, 

pioneered by Lute and collaborators at 
has so far yielded the highest energy 

amplification factors. The most recent results of our 
work in this rather promising arealye presented in a 
separate paper at this conference. Protons have 
been accelerated to peak energies of at least 16 MeV 
with peak currents as high as 12 kA. The protons are 
concentrated in a rather short, well-defined bunch 
less than 5 ns long and can be focused to less than 
1 cm diameter by a relatively low magnetic field of 
1.8 kG. We have also accelerated carbon ions to 
energies above 20 MeV. The great potential of this 
type of collective-field accelerator as a combination 
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of heavy ion source and injector for a pellet-fusion 
accelerator is discussed in another conferencepaper.ll 
Available data indicates that one should get heavy-ion 
beams with energies of order 1 MeV per nucleon and 
currents of order lo2 to lo3 amperes. The basic phys- 
ical mechanisms in this acceleration method are not 
yet fully understood. The ions are created in a 
plasma at the anode aperture through which the elec- 
tron beam passes into the vacuum region and are accel- 
erated by the space charge field. Our main effort at 
present is aimed at better understanding of the beam 
characteristics, improving the diagnostics, acceler- 
ation of 'heavy ions, and increasing the ion energy by 
use of slow-wave structures.lO The product of average 
kinetic energy and total number of ions is limited by 
t'he total energy contained in the electron beam. We 
found that the peak proton energy increases propor- 
tionally to the electron beam power. With respect to 
heavy ions, one expects that the energy per nucleon 
will decrease with mass number as has been observed. 
Further studies are needed to determine the energy 
conversion efficiency from electron to ion beam and 
tte 
and 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

H. 

9. 
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scaling laws with regard to ion mass, intensity, 
peak energy. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of University of Maryland I%4 scheme. 
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Fig. 3. E,, at beam surface versus distance z. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4. Beam cross section without (a)and with(b) foil. 
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Fig. 1. Diode and coil system of ERA facility. 
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Fig. 5. Cusp field and coherent radial oscillations. 


